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Texas Free! Texas Strong!Texas Free! Texas Strong!

A battle cry rallied a new nation.A battle cry rallied a new nation.

But a storm is brewing which could challenge the Texans' way of life.But a storm is brewing which could challenge the Texans' way of life.

A warning is issued ... you better leave well enough alone because you don't know nothin' about Texas Strong.A warning is issued ... you better leave well enough alone because you don't know nothin' about Texas Strong.

The Lone Star Series continues with Texas Strong, book four in Author Bobby Akart's latest post-apocalyptic thriller

fiction series.

Nuclear armageddon struck the United States and Texas received a glancing blow. The Armstrong family is reunited

and now they must turn their attention to the threats which exist all around them.

Through prudent planning, Texas protected its power grid from the impact of the devastating electromagnetic pulse

attack, but was it enough? The new nation is but an island surrounded by chaos and devastation. Food is running out

for its nearly thirty million citizens while millions of refugees press against the borderfencing erected to keep them

out.

The pressure is on and an unexpected catalyst is about to create havoc for all Texans, including the Armstrong

Ranch.

The Lone Star Series is a thought-provoking, gut-wrenching look into a post apocalyptic country devastated by
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nuclear destruction.

Would you be ready to make the tough decisions to protect your family and survive?

AUTHOR'S NOTE REGARDING PG-13 RATINGAUTHOR'S NOTE REGARDING PG-13 RATING

The Lone Star Series does not contain strong language. It is intended to entertain and inform audiences of all ages,

including teen and young adults. Although some scenes depict the realistic threat our nation faces from an EMP

attack and nuclear destruction, and the societal collapse which will result in the aftermath, it does not contain

graphic scenes typical of other books in the post-apocalyptic genre. I believe more of our young people need to lead a

preparedness lifestyle. Studies show that our millennials do not have any of the basic survival skills. By writing this

series free of vulgarities and gratuitous sexual innuendo, I've intended it to be suitable for everyone. Thanks.

BOOKS IN THE LONE STAR SERIESBOOKS IN THE LONE STAR SERIES

AXIS OF EVIL

BEYOND BORDERS

LINES IN THE SAND

TEXAS STRONG

FIFTH COLUMN

SUICIDE SIX
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